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Abstract— One recent approach to reduce the burden of
dealing with concurrency is to use a transactional mem-
ory for multicore nodes. By using speculative transactions
within parallel applications the programmer is relieved from
complex lock management and deadlocks. Obviously, these
benefits are of interest for distributed environments, too.
Therefore, we are developing a data sharing service for
grids and clusters that offers transparent remote data access,
automatic replication and multi consistency, including a
distributed transactional memory. In this paper we describe
the design and implementation of efficient commit ordering
of speculative transactions. Experiments with synthetic micro
benchmarks on the Grid’5000 platform show that specula-
tive transactions offer an efficient and comfortable concept
providing strong consistency for shared data in distributed
systems.
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1. Introduction
Because of physical constraints CPU clock rates are no

longer growing as fast as in the past. As a consequence
there is a paradigm shift in computer architecture moving
to multi and many core CPUs. Only concurrent (multi-
threaded) programs can exploit the potential of such CPUs
pushing parallel programming into mainstream.

Programmers are faced with the challenge to properly
and efficiently synchronize their threads which is not an
easy task. Proper synchronization means that all accesses to
shared data must be protected using locks in order to ensure
correct program results. This requires the programmer to
reason about thread access patterns and to label all critical
sections using locks of parallel programs. Efficiency of syn-
chronization refers to maximization of concurrency which
is essential to gain any speedup by utilizing multiple cores.
The optimization of concurrency is often a frustrating task
because suddenly achieved speedups often cause incorrect
results. Another class of painful errors includes deadlocks,
which sometimes occur nondeterministically depending on
input parameters, machine speed etc.

One recent approach to reduce the burden of dealing with
concurrency is to use a transactional memory (TM) [1]. The
latter avoids complicated lock management and deadlocks
by combining restartable transactions with optimistic syn-
chronization like known in the database world [2]. The idea

of providing hardware support for transactions originated
in 1986 [3] and the TM-idea was popularized in the early
90s [4]. A TM can be implemented in hard- or software,
targeting single CPUs (with multiple cores) or distributed
systems (multiple machines, each node potentially having
many cores).

While most of the TM efforts focus on single nodes
we and others are adopting TM ideas and concepts for
distributed systems. We have developed the Object Sharing
Service (OSS) within the EU-funded project XtreemOS [5]
providing data sharing of in-memory data for grids [6].
OSS provides transparent remote data access, automatic
replica and consistency management including speculative
transactions [7].

Any TM implementation needs to record read- and write-
sets, provide restartability (in case of an abort caused by
a conflict), and need a validation phase to detect conflicts
during commit time. The commit phase must be serialized
and is crucial for the overall performance. In this paper we
present the design and implementation of two approaches
for the commit phase in OSS.

The paper is organized as follows. After discussing re-
lated work in Section 2 we present relevant background
information of OSS. Subsequently, in Sections 4 and 5 we
describe the design and implementation of the transaction
management and validation. In Section 6 we discuss the
evaluation of our approach followed by conclusions.

2. Related Work
2.1 Database transaction processing

Transactions (TAs) are a core concept in database manage-
ment systems (DBMS) providing significant benefits to the
database programmer [8]. In DBMS, TAs provide the ACID
properties, see Section 4. We have adopted the transactional
programming model from DBMS, except for the weakened
durability property. We and others think that TAs will greatly
simplify the development of generic distributed and parallel
programs. The main difference between database TAs and
those used by distributed programs is their size. The amount
of state generated by most distributed program TAs is much
smaller than those used in DBMS TAs. Therefore, TAs based
on shared data offer a comfortable alternative for general
purpose distributed programming.

A wide range of implementation options for executing
TAs with high throughput can be found in the literature.



The work on optimistic concurrency [2] is the most relevant
for this paper. In our implementation we extend the ideas
of optimistic concurrency from DBMS to data sharing in
cluster and grid environments.

2.2 Transactional memory
Hardware-support for TM was first proposed by Herlihy

[4] a decade ago. The authors proposed to substitute locking
critical regions with running them encapsulated in TAs.
Thus, TAs were an additional feature and did not replace
the existing shared memory consistency protocols.

Transactional Coherence and Consistency (TCC) proposed
by Olukotun et al. [9] shares a lot of ideas with our
approach. They also propose to run TAs at most times,
instead of just occasionally, replacing conventional coher-
ence and consistency techniques. As they are relying on a
shared multiprocessor machine they can easily cope with the
pressure on inter-processor communication bandwidth.

2.3 Distributed Shared Memory
Page-based distributed shared memory systems have al-

ways been popular since the development of IVY [10]
because of the synergies with virtual memory management
and the locality benefit. Intel has adopted Treadmarks [11] in
its OpenMP compiler [12]. Most of these systems have been
implemented as user-level libraries, but some systems, such
as Kerrighed [13] and Plurix [14] are integrated into the OS
kernel to build single-system images. Plurix also supports
transactional consistency limited to smaller clusters and Java
programs. OSS targets large clusters and grids.

2.4 Data sharing in clusters and grids
Recently, TM has also been successfully studied on clus-

ters [15]. It differs from our approach, e. g. it checks conflicts
directly for read and write operations with remote nodes
instead of validating accesses at commit time. Furthermore,
data is not automatically replicated but only under applica-
tion control.

Sharing volatile data in grid environments has been pro-
posed by some projects, e. g. JuxMem [16]. The latter sup-
ports fault-tolerant data-sharing across wide-area networks
using entry consistency in a hierarchical fashion. However,
JuxMem does not support speculative TAs.

3. OSS Architecture
The Object Sharing Service (OSS) implements a data

sharing service for in-memory data for grid and cluster
environments. OSS provides transparent remote data access,
automatic replication and multiple consistency protocols.
OSS is designed to support different consistency models
within one application. Among the multitude of potentially
interesting consistency models, we are currently implement-
ing transactional consistency (TC). The latter is more or
less a distributed transactional memory (DTM) system based

on restartable transactions combined with optimistic concur-
rency control. We believe this is a promising programming
model being convenient and consistent.

Although we apply different optimizations to push the
scalability of TC, it cannot scale to an unlimited number of
nodes. But of course not all operations on shared data need
the strong consistency enforced by TC. Therefore, shared
data may be accessed with different consistency constraints
from different nodes for scalability reasons.

In order to support heterogeneous programming lan-
guages, OSS is implemented in C as a shared library.
Functions may be accessed through the XOSAGA API (an
extension of SAGA API) or directly for legacy applications.
Distributed objects are identified by unique IDs, currently
addresses in a 64-bit virtual memory.

Memory accesses are detected using virtual memory func-
tionality. A program may allocate objects in local or in
shared address space (64-bit). Shared data may contain ref-
erences to other shared data. References are 64-bit addresses
that can be swizzled to any other virtual address to support
heterogeneous setups similar to the Interweave approach
[17]. Figure 1 shows an overview of the OSS components.

Fig. 1: OSS components

To make object management scale in the number of
participating nodes as well as in the number of objects, OSS
uses a two-stage memory allocation scheme. First a node
allocates a zone which is managed as a heap. Objects are
allocated within a heap and if the heap is exhausted the next
zone is allocated.

A built-in naming service allows easily publishing shared
objects or objecting structures. By implementing a similar
approach like millipage [18] we avoid false sharing and
support an object-based access detection. The millipage ap-
proach statically maps different logical memory pages onto
one physical frame, each logical page containing one object.
Although no physical memory is wasted, this approach con-
sumes considerable logical memory which is not a problem
for 64-bit architectures. However, we pollute the processors’
translation lookaside buffer (TLB) but the overhead is a



magnitude lower than accessing memory objects over the
network. Currently, we extend the millipage approach by
adaptively changing the cache consistency unit size during
runtime according to monitoring information. If there is no
false sharing we can allow access to all objects mapped to the
same physical frame when one of these objects is accessed.
This corresponds to a page-based access control which can
be changed to an object-based access detection when false
sharing is detected during runtime. A more sophisticated
approach will try to dynamically detect object access groups
without false sharing within a single page frame. Typical
programming language objects are rather small, e. g. 32–
64 bytes. Thus we expect to have 64–128 objects per page
frame.

Replicas are important for performance and reliability.
When a replicated object is updated, is defined by the
underlying consistency model, in case of TC it is at commit
time. Depending on the monitored access patterns it is useful
to invalidate some replicas (on nodes having not accessed
these objects for a longer time) and to update those on
nodes frequently accessing these objects. From a reliability
perspective it is also important to scatter replicas in the
network to ensure application progress also in case of node
failures and partitioned networks.

Finally, the underlying communication infrastructure is
based upon an overlay network. The latter provides a super-
peer overlay network where each peer is connected to its
assigned super-peer and all super-peers are connected in
a mesh. For these network connections we use TCP. Data
transfers between nodes are processed directly using TCP,
too. In the future we plan to study a reliable UDP protocol.

Node distances are estimated using ping round trip times
(RTT). To avoid flooding the network with ping messages
we plan to implement a network coordinate system similar
to Vivaldi [19].

4. Transaction Management
4.1 Programming model

In contrast to database TAs, transactions in the context
of transactional memory (TM) are not queries to databases,
are mostly short TAs, and do not follow all ACID proper-
ties (A=atomicity, C=consistency, I=isolation, D=durability).
Typically, TAs in a TM support atomicity, isolation, and
consistency but not persistence [20].

Atomicity defines that either all changes to TM locations
within in one TA are performed ore none. Atomicity requires
the programmer to define the begin and the end of a TA by
inserting calls to BOT and EOT functions into the source
code.

Isolation implies that changes of TAs to TM become visi-
ble after a successful commit, only. This means intermediate
modifications are not visible to overlapping TAs. Thus, if
there are conflicts between overlapping TAs all conflicting

TAs are automatically serialized by OSS. Aborting a TA
requires to undo all its changes which is easy for memory
but difficult for I/O. Currently, we can allow I/O within
transactions but cannot undo these operations.

Consistency implies that if the TM is in a consistent state
any TA will move it to another consistent state. Consistency
is ensured by a serializeable commit order.

It is possible to allocate shared data within TAs and also
to call system functions. However, aborts caused by conflicts
may occur any time and are delayed until the application is
back in transaction-safe code.

4.2 Commit Protocol
As stated before, only one peer can commit a TA at a given

time. This ordering is implemented by a special network
packet called token which must be acquired in order to be
allowed to commit a TA. If a peer gets the token it commits
by sending its write set to all other nodes. Each node
receiving an incoming commit checks if it has a running TA.
If yes, it compares the received write set with its read set. If
the intersection of both sets is not empty the receiver aborts
its running TA. Thus we implement a first wins strategy
which will be extended to ensure fairness among conflicting
TAs. More details are discussed in Section 5.

4.3 Scalability aspects
In order to avoid expensive network communication, the

replica management detects if a TA has modified objects
that are not accessible on other nodes. In such a situation
the TA can just commit locally. But for reliability reasons we
enforce backup replicas on other nodes that cannot directly
be accessed in order to allow local commits.

In order to reduce the number of peers competing to
commit TAs, each peer commits through its associated super
peer. When a super peer has the token it can commit a bunch
of TAs of its peers but it is allowed to hold the token only for
a given time to avoid monopolization of the network. Those
super peers waiting for the token can validate pending TAs
of their peer group locally, and in case of conflicts decide
which TA to abort. Thus unnecessary network traffic can be
avoided, too.

When a peer accesses objects for the first time, it does
not know peers holding these objects. Thus it requests them
from their super peer which either returns the objects or
forwards this request to a peer stored in its cache. If there
is no information in the cache of the super peer or if
the information is out-dated the data is searched using a
multicast.

Committing through super peers introduces some delay,
which can be alleviated by locally starting the next trans-
action before the pending commit is finished. The idea is
to take the risk of cascading aborts but to be optimistic
and try to proceed rather than just waiting for a commit to
finish. The implementation requires version management for



the shared data and also the programmer to mark pipelined
TAs. If there is a chain of TAs on a peer all but the last
one can be pipelined. The last TA in this chain must be
blocking because the non-transactional code after the last TA
cannot be restarted. If all actions would be performed within
TAs, the pipelined TA approach would be more transparent
but we want to avoid the transactional overhead wherever
unnecessary.

Consistency domain 1

Consistency domain 2

Fig. 2: Consistency domains

Another technique to reduce the number of peers involved
in TA serialization is to introduce multi-consistency do-
mains, see Figure 2.

Here the transactional memory is divided into different
sections/segments each synchronized separately, and the
programmer needs to define consistency domain affiliation
during object allocation. This is not transparent to the
programmer but for some applications rather straightforward.
For example multi-user virtual worlds are typically separated
in different islands and an avatar can be on one island
at a given time, only. When sharing the game state using
transactional memory it seems to be natural to associate one
consistency domain with each virtual island. We prohibit
TAs from modifying data belonging to different consistency
domains within one TA. From a technical point of view this
could be implemented but it is complicated and might end
up in slow TA processing.

Further optimizations include read-access to transactional
memory outside of transactions. This is useful for regularly
updated or converging values and reduces the burden of
strong consistency implied by TM.

5. Transaction Validation
5.1 Minimizing token hold time

As mentioned in Section 4.2 all commits must to be
globally ordered realized by a special network packet called
token. The latter is passed among the participating peers.
After having sent the write set to all other peers the token
is passed to the next node. How the token is passed among
all nodes is described in Section 5.3.

Independent of the token passing strategy it needs to be
decided when the token can be released. A conservative
approach is to wait until all peers have acknowledged the
reception of the sent write set and to release afterwards
the token. Obviously, this is not an optimal approach with
respect to scalability.

We prefer to release the token as fast as possible, even
before having sent all write sets to all other peers. As we do
not assume a fully-meshed network, at least for grid setups,
different nodes may receive write sets from different TAs in
different order. We solve this problem by a global logical
time stamp (64-Bit commit id) which is stored within the
token and incremented by each commit. The time stamp is
included in each write-set message allowing the receiving
peers to re-order incoming messages if necessary. Thus
correct TA ordering can be ensured without flooding the
network with ack-messages.

As a consequence it may happen that a node that has
received the token may have to wait for in-transit writesets
of previous TAs. Otherwise it could commit a TA which is in
conflict with previously committed TAs. Depending on the
underlying network infrastructure this will be seldom and
the wait time will be very short.

5.2 Fault tolerance
In case of fault a peer may miss a TA. This can be

detected easily by using the commit id. A peer waits for
missing write sets for a certain time interval and if there is
a timeout it requests a recovery from its super peer or for
smaller scales from other peers using a multicast. Recovery
is realized using a transaction history buffer on each node
storing write sets of finished TAs. This buffer can be used
by others to recover from missed commits. The buffer is
limited in space and can thus store only a limited number
of commits. If a node has been cut-off for a longer time
interval and no recovery is possible it has to re-join the
system. If many nodes crash and all replicates of an object
are lost OSS recovers the application using checkpointing
and restart mechanisms provided by XtreemGCP [21].

5.3 Token management
Obviously, an efficient token management is crucial for

transactional performance. Relevant metrics include global
TA throughput, token request time, and fairness (including
avoidance of starvation).

Minimizing token request time is important, because a
peer blocks after the token request until it has received it.
Requesting the token already at BOT or shortly after is not
reasonable, because this will globally increase the number of
useless requests if TAs are aborted afterwards and it would
also increase the time interval where no other peer could
commit. In future we plan to implement linked transactions
allowing starting the next TA before a pending commit is



finished. Although we may face cascading aborts, but we
think it is better to try to progress instead of just waiting.

We have implemented two token management strategies,
a distributed and a coordinator-based solution. The idea of
circulating the token in a logical ring might be feasible for
very high loads but in the average case we expect bad token
access latencies because of many unnecessary hops.

5.3.1 Distributed token-passing
The token is passed on demand to requesting peers and

the releasing peer stores the next token holder locally. If
a peer wants to commit, it asks the peer to which it has
passed the token; during startup a peer assumes the token
on the bootstrap node of the system. If a peer receives a
commit it updates the last token holder to the one that has
just committed. If a peer receives a token request but has no
longer the token, it forwards the request to the last known
peer etc. So, all requests will finally reach the peer holding
the token.

One drawback of this approach is that network requests
may be forwarded multiple times (max n - 2 hops), but under
heavy load the hop count can even exceed the maximum
peer-count because of a fast moving token.

Forwarding can be alleviated if the actual token holder
drops all received token requests and stores them inside the
token. Therewith network traffic can be reduced and allows
implementing fairness, because requests stored within the
token can easily be re-ordered.

Another approach is to request the token using a multicast
which may work for clusters but not for overlay-based grids.

5.3.2 Coordinator-based token-passing
The coordinator-based solution uses one dedicated node

as a token coordinator. Although centralized approaches due
not scale well it is still an interesting alternative for our
purposes as we do not have to search the token among many
peers.

The coordinator does not forward requests but buffers
them until the token is returned. Then it immediately passes
the token to the next requesting peer. As an extension we
have integrated a list of requests inside the token, like in the
distributed solution. Instead of passing the token back to the
coordinator when a peer has finished it checks if there are
entries in the token request list. If yes, it directly passes the
token to the next node in the list (after having removed its
own entry).

If the list is empty the releasing peer sends the token
back to the coordinator. The number of entries in the token
requester list must be limited (about 5–10) to prevent a
complex recovery in case of token loss.

6. Evaluation
We have used a heterogeneous test environment with

128 nodes (each containing two AMD Opteron 246/250

processors with 2,0/2,4 GHz) from two clusters of the
Grid’5000 platform [22]. The nodes are interconnected via a
switched 10 Gigabit Myrinet and 1 Gigabit Ethernet network.
All nodes are running under a Linux 64-bit operating system
with kernel version 2.6.26.

To evaluate our transaction implementation we have de-
veloped synthetic micro benchmarks. Here we use TAs for
incrementing a shared and a private variable. Incrementing
one shared variable by many nodes is a worst case scenario
regarding conflicts. We examine this to learn about the lower
bound of TA throughput but in a real application we do not
expect such an access pattern as this will scale bad with
any other approach, too. When each node is incrementing
a private variable (stored in shared space but on different
memory pages) we still have the synchronization overhead
but without any conflicts. The private variable access pattern
is detected by OSS and will normally result in a local
commit without any network communication, see Section
4.3. This automatic optimization is switched off for the
private variable measurements.

We have examined different TA workloads. We have used
different TA runtime lengths using a sleep after incrementing
the variable (sleep called within the TA). Furthermore, we
examined different pauses between TAs by using a sleep
after EOT. Thus we can simulate different TA patterns as
they occur in real applications.

Figure 3 (a, b) shows the TA throughput for the shared
and private variable scenario for short TAs (50 ms execution
time) and a short pause (10 ms). As expected network
commits are expensive and the central approach scales better
because it avoids token races. But it is remarkable that the
throughput increases with the increasing number of nodes
(for conflict-free TAs). The maximum theoretical throughput
(shown in the left figure) is reached by local commits.

The next Figure 3 (c, d) shows the same scenario for
longer TAs (200 ms) and a bit longer pauses (20 ms). Here
we see more or less the same except that the overall pressure
on the TA system is lower.

The following Figures 3 (e, f) and 3 (g, h) show the same
scenarios again but with a synthetic network latency of 10 ms
(for all connections). Obviously, network latency is crucial
for TA processing and TA throughput drops. Although, the
maximum theoretical throughput could be reached using
local commits. The incrementation of the shared variable
offers contrary results of both token passing algorithms.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the design and imple-

mentation the Object Sharing Service (OSS) providing a
distributed transactional memory (among other consistency
models). We have shown how we implement speculative
TAs with a forward validation scheme and a first wins
strategy. We proposed two approaches for fast ordering of
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Fig. 3: Transaction throughput with different duration and pause times, and variation of network latencies



TAs at commit time, a distributed and a coordinator-based
algorithm.

In the evaluation section we have examined our imple-
mentation on the Grid’5000 platform with synthetic micro
benchmarks. The latter included extreme situations which
give an impression of TA throughput under extreme situa-
tions. Throughput may range fall down when conflicts are
highly frequent but may scale almost to the limit when the
local commit optimization can avoid a network commit.
The measurement numbers also show that a coordinator-
based TA ordering seems to scale better for larger setups.
Furthermore, as expected TA processing is sensitive to
network latency.

Overall we think that speculative TAs are useful for cluster
and grid computing, too. But of course not all operations can
be performed within costly TAs. Therefore, OSS supports
different consistency models allowing the programmer to use
TAs where strong consistency is required and weaker models
for other use cases, e. g. avatar positions in multi-user games,
like in the Wissenheim application [23].

We are encouraged by the existing work and the growing
interest on (distributed) transactional memory. Thus we
are confident that in the future more and more TA-based
applications will emerge.
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